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Abstract

   This document specifies a network-based protocol which allows mobile
   nodes to remain reachable while moving around a certain
   administrative network called Edge Mobility Domain. This protocol
   also allows mobile nodes to keep their IP address when the mobile
   nodes move from one access router to another within the Edge Mobility
   Domain.

Conventions used in this document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [1].
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1. Introduction

   There have been a number of protocol proposals for terminal mobility
   management such as MIPv6 [2], HIP [9] and MOBIKE [10]. Moreover there
   is a strong requirement of a hierarchical configuration to such
   mobility management schemes for achieving a world-wide IP-based
   mobile network. Provisioning a hierarchical configuration for each
   individual protocol makes a complex and expensive solution. Rather,
   providing a unified local mobility management will make a simple and
   inexpensive solution.

   NETLMM, which is described in this document, is a network-based
   localized mobility protocol for achieving such a simple solution.
   This document mainly describes the basic configuration of NETLMM. An
   advanced configuration is also described in the APPENDIX.

2. Terminology

   Access Router (AR)
      A router in an Edge Mobility Domain, which registers the
     association of a mobile node with its point of attachment to an
     Edge Mobility Anchor Point and provides routing services to the
     mobile node while registered.

   Edge Mobility Anchor Point (EMAP)
      A router in an Edge Mobility Domain, which maintains current
     location for a mobile node when the mobile node is in an Edge
     Mobility Domain and delivers packets to the mobile node. One or
     more EMAPs can be deployed in an Edge Mobility Domain.

   Edge Mobility Domain (EMD)
      An administrative network composed of Access Routers and Edge
     Mobility Anchor Points.

3. Protocol Overview

   NETLMM protocol is a network-based localized mobility management
   protocol operating within an Edge Mobility Domain (EMD). Each AR
   advertises the same prefix related to the EMAP's subnet, so that a
   mobile node (MN) keeps its IP address when it moves from an AR to
   another within an EMD.
   This section describes an overview of NETLMM protocol basic
   configuration. Within the scope of basic configuration of this
   protocol, it is assumed that a single EMAP exists within a single EMD.
   The architecture model is shown in Figure 1.

   The EMAP manages mapping of the MN's address to the AR's address
   where the MN connects. The mapping is used to manage a bi-directional
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   tunnel between a particular MN's current AR and its EMAP for
   forwarding packets from a correspondent node (CN) to the MN.

                     +----------------------+
                     | Edge Mobility Domain |  +----------+
                     |                      |  |          |
            +----+   |  +----+     +------+ |  | External |   +----+
            | MN |-+----| AR |--+--| EMAP |-------------------| CN |
            +----+ | |  +----+  |  +------+ |  | Network  |   +----+
                   | |          |           |  |          |
            +----+ | |  +----+  |           |  +----------+
            | MN |-+ |  | AR |--+           |
            +----+   |  +----+              |
                     |                      |
                     +----------------------+

                       Figure 1: Architecture Model

   The procedure when a MN visits an EMD is shown in Figure 2. When a
   MN attaches to the EMD just after its power-on, the MN first acquires
   its IP address through a conventional mechanism, such as stateless
   [7] or stateful configuration [8] via an AR. Then the MN sends attach
   message including the MN's IP address (MN-IP) to the AR (AR1). The
   message may be related to Neighbor Discovery Protocol [4] such as
   Router Solicitation, Neighbor Solicitation for Duplicated Address
   Detection (DAD) and so on.

   Receiving the attach message, AR1 detects that the MN has connected
   to it. Then AR1 sends a Location Registration Request (LR Req)
   message to the EMAP within the EMD. The message includes the MN's
   identifier (MN-ID), the MN's IP address (MN-IP) and the AR's IP
   address (AR-IP). A MN-ID is needed to identify each MN by an
   identifier except the MN's IP address, since all ARs have the same
   prefix as EMAP's subnet. And then, AR1 creates a cache entry of
   "Location Registration List (LR List)". The cache entry includes
   mapping between the MN's IP address and the EMAP's address.

   When the EMAP receives the LR Req message, the EMAP creates a cache
   entry of mapping between the MN's IP address and AR1's address, which
   is called "Location Registration Cache (LR Cache)" in this document.
   And then, the EMAP sends a Location Registration Acknowledgement (LR
   Ack) back to AR1.

   After the LR Req/Ack exchange, the EMAP and AR1 establish a bi-
   directional tunnel between the EMAP and AR1. The tunnel is used for
   forwarding packets from/to the MN. And then EMAP also performs the
   mechanism for intercepting any packets addressed to the MN's IP
   address such as proxy Neighbor Discovery [4].
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   The procedure of handover is shown in Figure 3. When the MN moves
   from AR1 to AR2, AR2 performs in the same way as AR1 in Figure 2.
   Receiving a LR Req message, the EMAP verifies if it has already had
   the LR cache entry for the MN or not. If the EMAP already has the
   entry and the AR address in the entry is different from the AR
   address in the LR Req message which the EMAP receives, the EMAP sends
   a Location Deregistration Request (LD Req) message to AR1 to delete
   the LR List entry on the AR1. Receiving the LD Req message, the AR1
   deletes the LR List entry and sends a Location Deregistration
   Acknowledgement (LD Ack) to the EMAP.

   When the procedure which a MN detaches from an EMD such as power-off
   happens, an EMAP and an AR should delete the cache entry and the
   associated tunnel for the MN. The detail of the detach procedure is
   undefined in this document now. But the AR may send the EMAP a
   message for deletion of the cache entry or the EMAP and the AR may
   have a lifetime in each cache entry.

               MN                AR1                  EMAP
               |                  |                     |
               |      Attach      |                     |
               |----------------->|                     |
               |     (MN-IP)      |                     |
               |                  |                     |
               |              Location Registration Request
               |                  |-------------------->|
               |                  |(MN-ID, MN-IP, AR1-IP)
               |                  |                     |
               |          Location Registration Acknowledgement
               |                  |<--------------------|
               |                  |                     |
               |                  |                     |

                      Figure 2: Attachment procedure
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   MN                AR2                   AR1                   EMAP
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |      Attach      |                     |                     |
   |----------------->|                     |                     |
   |     (MN-IP)      |                     |                     |
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |                  |       Location Registration Request       |
   |                  |------------------------------------------>|
   |                  |           (MN-ID, MN-IP, AR2-IP)          |
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |                  |   Location Registration Acknowledgement   |
   |                  |<------------------------------------------|
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |                  |                  Location Deregistration Request
   |                  |                     |<--------------------|
   |                  |                     |   (MN-ID, MN-IP)    |
   |                  |                     |                     |
   |                  |          Location Deregistration Acknowledgement
   |                  |                     |-------------------->|
   |                  |                     |                     |

                       Figure 3: Handover procedure

4. Protocol Specification

   This section provides the detailed description of the protocol. As
   mentioned in the overview section, the entities that are introduced
   in this document are the Access Router (AR) and the Edge Mobility
   Anchor Point (EMAP): the detailed operation of both of them is
   described in following sections. Before that, the conceptual data
   structures that AR and EMAP need to implement are described.

4.1. Conceptual Data Structures

   The conceptual data structures used in this protocol are the
   following.

      - Location Registration Cache (LR Cache)
      - Location Registration List (LR List)

   An EMAP maintains a LR Cache of bindings between the MN and the AR
   where the MN connects. A separate LR Cache entry should be maintained
   for each MN. Each LR Cache entry contains the following fields:

      - The Identifier which identifies a MN. Network Access Identifier
       (NAI) [3] or L2-specific ID such as MAC address is assumed.
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      - The IP address of the MN.

      - The IP address of the AR where the MN is located. This is
        updated based on LR Req message received by the AR.

   An AR maintains a LR List. A separate LR List entry should be
   maintained for each MN. Each LR List entry contains the following
   fields:

      - The Identifier which identifies a MN. Network Access Identifier
       (NAI) [3] or L2-specific ID such as MAC address is assumed.

      - The IP address of the MN.

      - The IP address of AR where the MN is located.

      - The IP address of the node to which a LR Req was sent.

4.2. Access Router Operation

   All ARs within an EMD controlled by a singular EMAP sends Router
   Advertisement which includes the same prefix as the EMAP's subnet.
   Also the AR must be a default router for the MN.

   An AR sends a LR Req to an EMAP whenever a new MN attaches on its
   link. The LR Req includes the identifier of the MN, IP address of the
   MN and IP address of the AR itself. When sending the LR Req to the
   EMAP, the AR creates the corresponding LR List entry.

   When the AR receives a LR Ack with a status code indicating
   successful registration, it sets up a bi-directional tunnel for the
   MN. The endpoints of the tunnel are the AR and the EMAP.

   When the AR receives a LR Ack with a status code indicating an error,
   it must remove the LR List entry. In particular, if the error code
   indicates DAD failed, it must notify the MN that the IP address
   currently in use is no longer valid.

   When the AR receives a LD Req from the EMAP, it must remove the LR
   List entry for the MN. And then it sends a LD Ack back to the EMAP.

   Traffic from/to the MN goes through a bi-directional tunnel between
   the AR and the EMAP. So, the AR encapsulates packets from the MN to
   the CN and decapsulates packets from the CN to the MN on the other
   hand.

4.3. Edge Mobility Anchor Point Operation
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   When an EMAP receives a LR Req including an identifier and an IP
   address of a MN, it must verify the MN's IP address is unique or not
   in the EMD by means of searching LR Caches using the identifier and
   the IP address of the MN as a key.

   If the LR Req message is valid, the EMAP must then create a new
   entry in its LR Cache for this MN or update its existing LR Cache
   entry, if the entry already exists.

   Unless this EMAP already has a LR Cache entry for the MN, the EMAP
   must perform Duplicate Address Detection on the EMAP's link before
   returning the LR Ack. This ensures that no other node on the link was
   using the MN's IP address when the LR Req arrived. If this Duplicate
   Address Detection fails for the MN's address, then the EMAP must send
   the AR a LR Ack with a status code indicating Duplicate Address
   Detection failure.

   If all checks performed after receiving the LR Req have been
   successful, the EMAP sends the AR a LR Ack with successful code.

   If the EMAP already has the LR Cache entry and the AR address in the
   entry is different from the AR address in the LR Req message which
   the EMAP receives, the EMAP sends a LD Req message to the AR in the
   cache to delete the cache entry on the AR after sending a LR Ack.

   Traffic from/to the MN goes through a bi-directional tunnel between
   the AR and the EMAP. So, the EMAP decapsulates packets from the MN to
   the CN and encapsulates packets from the CN to the MN on the other
   hand.

Appendix A: Protocol Extensions

   In this section, support for plural EMAPs and route optimization is
   described as protocol extensions.

   When an EMD is a large network such as cellular network, plural
   EMAPs and route optimization within a single EMD may be required from
   the viewpoint of load sharing and efficient use of wired network
   resources. In this case, all EMAPs should be on the same link to
   preserve location privacy. So, all ARs within the EMD to advertise
   EMAPs prefix as well as above basic description.

   This extension requires the MN to send the message to an AR for
   handover. Since context transfer between ARs is needed to take over
   some information of the MN, such as the EMAP address which manages
   the MN and the AR address where a CN connects, when the MN
   communicating with the CN on the optimized routing path moves from
   one router to another.
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   Attachment procedure is shown in Figure 4. AR1 performs almost in
   the same way as in Figure 2. The difference is that AR1 performs EMAP
   discovery procedure to get an EMAP's IP address for the MN, when AR1
   detects the attachment. The mechanism is that AR1 obtains the EMAP
   address by requesting from a control server which manages states of
   EMAPs or performing similar procedure as Dynamic Home Agent Discovery
   procedure of MIPv6[2]. After EMAP discovery procedure, the AR1 sends
   LR Req to the MN's EMAP (EMAP1).

   EMAP1 operation is the same as the operation described in Figure 2.
   When EMAP1 performs DAD on the local link representing the EMAPs
   prefix, other EMAPs should listen to associated solicitations and
   perform kind of Proxy DAD for the registered MN.

                 MN                AR1                  EMAP1
                 |                  |                     |
                 |      Attach      |                     |
                 |----------------->|                     |
                 |     (MN-IP)      |                     |
                 |                  |                     |
                 |         +-----------------+            |
                 |         |  EMAP Discovery |            |
                 |         +-----------------+            |
                 |                  |                     |
                 |              Location Registration Request
                 |                  |-------------------->|
                 |                  |(MN-ID, MN-IP, AR1-IP)
                 |                  |                     |
                 |          Location Registration Acknowledgement
                 |                  |<--------------------|
                 |                  |                     |
                 |                  |                     |

                      Figure 4: Attachment procedure

   Route optimization procedure is shown in Figure 5. The arrows with a
   wiggly line and a dual line in this figure indicate original data
   flows and tunneled data flows respectively. When AR1 receives a data
   packet from the MN to a CN attached to AR2 within the same EMD, AR1
   verifies if the destination address has a same prefix as the EMAPs
   subnet. If the destination address has the same prefix, AR1 starts
   route optimization procedure. Otherwise AR1 performs packet
   processing operation described in subsection 4.2.

   AR1 tries to get the EMAP which manages the CN to inquire an AR
   address where the CN attaches. The detailed mechanism is still
   undefined, but AR1 may inquire it from EMAPs. The key for the inquiry
   is the CN's IP address. And then, the AR1 sends an AR query message



   to the EMAP2. The message includes the CN's IP address.
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   Receiving the AR query message, EMAP2 searches an AR address where
   the CN attached. The key for the search is the CN's IP address
   included in the AR query message. And then EMAP2 sends a Reply
   message to notify AR1 of the AR address where the CN attaches.

   AR1 sends a LR Req to AR2 after getting the AR address where the CN
   attaches. The message is used to notify AR2 of the mapping between
   the MN and AR1 where the MN attaches. The LR Req may not include the
   MN-ID. And then, AR1 creates a LR List entry for route optimization.

   Receiving the LR Req message, AR2 verifies if the LR Cache entry for
   route optimization already exists or not. Unless AR2 already has the
   entry, AR2 creates a new entry in its LR Cache entry for it. If AR2
   already has the entry, AR2 updates the entry. If necessary, AR2 may
   send a LR Ack message to AR1.

   After the route optimization procedure, AR2 tunnels data packets,
   whose source and destination are IP address of the CN and the MN
   respectively, to AR1 directly.

   MN          AR1          EMAP1         EMAP2          AR2          CN
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |Data Packet |             |             |             |            |
   |~~~~~~~~~~~>|============>|~~~~~~~~~~~~>|============>|~~~~~~~~~~~>|
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |          AR Query         |             |            |
   |            |-------------------------->|             |            |
   |            |          (CN-IP)          |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |           Reply           |             |            |
   |            |<--------------------------|             |            |
   |            |      (CN-IP, AR2-IP)      |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |       Location Registration Request     |            |
   |            |---------------------------------------->|            |
   |            |             (MN-IP, AR1-IP)             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |         Location Registration Acknowledgement (If necessary)      |
   |            |<----------------------------------------|            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |Data Packet |             |             |             |            |
   |<~~~~~~~~~~~|<========================================|<~~~~~~~~~~~|
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |

                  Figure 5: Route Optimization procedure
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   Handover procedure is shown in Figure 6. When the MN moves from AR1
   to AR3, the MN sends a handover message to AR2. The message should
   include some information related to a previous AR, since the new AR
   needs to take over some contexts related to the MN from the previous
   AR. The context includes an EMAP address which manages the MN and an
   AR address where the CN attaches at least.

   Receiving the handover message, AR3 derives AR1 address from
   previous AR information included in the handover message. And then,
   AR3 sends a Context Transfer Request message to AR1.

   When AR1 receives the Context Transfer Request message, AR1 sends
   EMAP1 address which manages the MN and AR2 address which the MN
   communicates, if any.

   Receiving the Context Transfer Acknowledgement message, AR3 creates
   the LR List entry for the registration to EMAP1. If AR address is
   transferred, AR3 also creates the LR List entry for the registration
   to the AR. Then AR3 sends a LR Req message to EMAP1 to register the
   MN's new location.

   When EMAP1 receives the LR Req message, EMAP1 updates the LR Cache
   entry and send a LR Ack message back to AR3. And then EMAP1 also
   sends a LD Req message to AR1 to delete the cache entry on it.

   If AR address is transferred from AR1 to AR3, the AR3 sends a LR Req
   message to let AR2 update the entry in its LR Cache entry for it.
   Updating the cache, AR2 may send a LR Ack message as the reply, if
   necessary.
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   MN          AR1           AR3          EMAP1          AR2          CN
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |Data Packet |             |             |             |            |
   |~~~~~~~~~~~>|========================================>|~~~~~~~~~~~>|
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   O Move to AR3|             |             |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |         Handover         |             |             |            |
   |------------------------->|             |             |            |
   (MN-ID or MN-IP, previous AR info)       |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |        Context Transfer Request        |             |            |
   |            |<------------|             |             |            |
   |            (MN-Id or MN-IP)            |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |    Context Transfer Acknowledgement    |             |            |
   |            |------------>|             |             |            |
   |           (EMAP1-IP, AR2-IP)           |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |       Location Registration Request     |            |
   |            |             |------------>|             |            |
   |            |          (MN-ID, MN-IP, AR3-IP)         |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |  Location Registration Acknowledgement  |            |
   |            |             |<------------|             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |           Location Deregistration Request            |            |
   |            |<--------------------------|             |            |
   |            |       (MN-ID, MN-IP)      |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |        Location Registration Acknowledgement         |            |
   |            |-------------------------->|             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |             Location Registration Request            |
   |            |             |-------------------------->|            |
   |            |             |      (MN-IP, AR3-IP)      |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |   Location Registration Acknowledgement (If necessary)
   |            |             |<--------------------------|            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |Data Packet |             |             |             |            |
   |<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~|<==========================|<~~~~~~~~~~~|
   |            |             |             |             |            |
   |            |             |             |             |            |

                       Figure 6: Handover procedure
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